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Flex Plus Storage Service 

Flex Plus Service allows positive or negative hydraulic balancing gas (HEG) nomination exceeding 
10% of the Buyer’s daily nomination for the zero point of the unified storage facility of MFGT, 
which then shall be allocated if used. This service is available to System Users with Natural Gas 
Storage Contract and storage capacity booking for the relevant storage year. 

MFGT facilitates it for System Users with Flex Plus Service to provide positive or negative HEG 
quantities via the MFGT IT platform above 10% of the daily nominated quantity. The sum of the 

largest possible positive HEG quantity and the nominated quantity may not exceed the capacity 
available to the System User. The sum of the largest possible negative HEG quantity and the 
nominated quantity may not be less than zero. 

Fee shall be paid only for the quantity allocated by MFGT in excess of 10% of the daily nominated 
quantity. 

If MFGT allocates the nominated quantity, System User shall pay the fee specified in accordance 
with the fee list. 

If the allocated HEG quantity does not exceed 10% of the System User’s daily nominated quantity: 
it shall be part of the basic service. 

If the allocated HEG quantity exceeds 10% of the System User’s daily nominated quantity, the 

fee for the Flex Plus customized service shall be acccording to the fee list for the amount above 
10% of the daily nominated quantity.  

The financial settlement and invoicing of the Flex Plus customized service shall be performed 
posteriorly at the beginning of the month following the reference month by settling the volume 
fee, and shall be based on the daily value actually allocated by MFGT above 10% of the daily 
nominated quantity.  

A statement and an invoice based on the statement shall be sent by MFGT to the System User 
each month regarding the fees relating to using the Flex Plus customized service. The payment 
deadline of the invoice shall be 30 calendar days from the date of issue. 

Payment, guarantee and financial guarantee conditions not regulated by the Tariff Decree shall 
be determined according to the agreement between the parties. 

 
 


